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1 The Nature of Philosophy 

■ What is philosophy? 

■ Some philosophical questions 

■ What sort of knowledge can philosophy yield? 

■ Three main areas of philosophy 

■ An explanation of the term ‘metaphysics’ 

■ About the rest of this book 

■ Summary 

W h a t is philosophy? 

Two answers are frequently given to the question ‘What is philosophy?’ 
One is that philosophy is an activity rather than a subject – in other 
words, you do philosophy rather than learn about it. The other is that 
philosophy is largely a matter of conceptual analysis – it is thinking 
about thinking. Both these suggestions contain more than a germ of 
truth but are unsatisfactory, giving little or no idea of the content of 
philosophy. It is all very well to say ‘Philosophize’ or ‘Analyse con
cepts’, but philosophize about what and in what sorts of ways; analyse 
what concepts and how? The most direct way of seeing what philo
sophy is about is to look at the sorts of questions that philosophers 
think are important and how they go about answering them. 

What is common to all such questions is that they are questions 
that can be answered only by reasoning. In other disciplines, there are 
various ways of finding out answers to questions – such as by studying 
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nature or ancient manuscripts, by conducting experiments or surveys, 
by building a piece of apparatus or a model or by running a simulation 
on a computer. By and large, these are what can be termed ‘empirical 
investigations’. The outcomes of these investigations – new discoveries, 
new data – will often be relevant to philosophy, but empirical invest
igations cannot provide the answers to philosophical questions. 

Some philosophical questions 

Let us first look at the sorts of questions philosophers have considered 
and then see how they have tried to answer them: 

■ Do our senses, of sight, touch, hearing, taste and smell, present us 
with a true picture of the world around us? 

■ Does every event have a cause2? If every event does have a cause, 
is this incompatible with being able to make free choices? 

■ We each have a body of flesh and bones, and we also have a mind; 
are minds separable from bodies (could we have minds without 
bodies)?; do minds and bodies interact and, if so, how? 

■ We observe certain patterns and regularities in the world around 
us. On the basis of such, essentially limited, experiences we propose 
laws of nature. These laws we take to be universal, applying to the 
totality of objects existing in the infinity of space and the eternity of 
time. Indeed, perhaps we take it that our laws apply beyond this, 
to possible objects in parallel universes. What can justify such claims? 

■ When we judge that someone has done something morally good 
(or bad), are we doing any more than expressing our own personal 
views? Can morality be anything other than subjective? 

■ Is it the duty of government to try to redress the imbalance of 
wealth within society or does any government lack the legitimacy 
to do this, so such attempts at redistribution are morally equival
ent to slave labour? 

Some initial thoughts on these questions 

The reason we cannot answer these questions by making observa
tions or doing experiments differs in each case. For example, if we 
doubt our senses, what are we going to check them against? We have 
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developed all sorts of instruments capable of making more precise 
and more sensitive measurements than our senses, but we rely on our 
senses to read these instruments. In any case, if we doubt whether our 
senses give sufficient evidence that objects really exist, then we must 
doubt the existence of the instruments themselves. When we ask 
whether all events have causes, we can produce examples of events 
that do have a cause (although philosophers have questioned even 
this) but we cannot observe that every event has a cause. And if it 
really is the case that every event has a cause, what experiments could 
be conducted to show this to be compatible with free will? Our actions 
may appear to be free, but if this feeling of freedom were an illusion, 
how would we ever find out? 

So far, I have suggested ways in which the questions cannot be 
answered. Yet, what may be worrying those new to philosophy is how 
we are going to make a start at producing answers. First, and this is 
why philosophy has been described as conceptual analysis, we can try 
to clarify what we mean by the terms used. When we say that one 
event causes another, do we mean that the cause has some sort of 
power over the effect? What about ‘an act of free will’? Is this an act 
that is not affected by the events that precede it? 

One of the first things we discover in philosophy is the way in 
which questions that at first sight look quite separate have a bearing 
on each other. For example, think how we might explore what is 
meant by ‘cause’. Perhaps we will begin by considering what looks 
like a straightforward example, such as the sequence of events when 
one billiard ball collides with another. What do we actually observe in 
such cases? Do we literally see one event causing the next or do we see 
nothing more than a succession of events? This takes us back to the 
question with which we started: what can the senses tell us about the 
world? As well as seeing billiard balls, do we also see causes? If we do 
not literally see a cause, how do we know about it? Do we infer it? If 
it is a matter of inference, is such an inference justified? 

Consider the question about thoughts and bodies. The scientific 
theories of Newton encouraged a picture of the universe as a system 
of particles in constant motion, in which the idea that every event has 
a cause was a natural one. But where do minds fit into such a universe? 
Are minds also part of the pattern of cause and effect? Do mental 
events have causes and effects? And, if so, are these causes and effects 
restricted to other mental events or can they extend to physical events? 
If mental interactions cannot be the same as physical interactions, 
what sort of interactions are they? 
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It may be less obvious that questions about moral judgements or 
political duties relate to questions about causation or the reliability of 
our senses, but there are connections. If every action is caused, and 
if this is incompatible with free will, where does this leave moral 
judgements? If we treat human actions as events, like any other sort 
of event, do they become inappropriate objects of moral judgement? 
Further, making a moral judgement is itself an event, caused by 
preceding events; does this mean that a moral judgement is simply 
another fact? Even if moral judgements are evaluations, the ability to 
make correct evaluations depends upon knowing some facts. But how 
do we find out the facts? Is our knowledge based on what we see, 
hear, touch, etc.? If so, then anything which casts doubt on the ability 
of our senses to give us knowledge of the world is liable to throw 
doubt on our ability to make moral, and political, judgements. 

The last two of our original set of questions also give rise to further 
questions. If moral judgements are not simply the expression of per
sonal opinion, then what are they and what are they based upon? How 
do we discover what is good or what our duty is? Do we discover these 
things through some sort of moral sense (analogous to the way in which 
we find out about objects in the world by using our senses of sight, 
hearing, etc.), through a process of reasoning, or in some other way? 

Asking a philosophical question invariably leads to other philosoph
ical questions. To add to the difficulties, there is no solid foundation 
on which to start building answers. Philosophy commonly questions 
beliefs that we usually take for granted. Philosophy may even try to 
question the process of reasoning itself. It is hard to begin to answer 
a question when nothing can be taken for granted. Perhaps this also 
adds to the excitement of philosophy! 

What sort of knowledge can philosophy yield? 

If philosophical questions can be answered only by reasoning, can philo
sophy be pursued independently of a study of the world? Historically, 
this has not been the case – many of the philosophers of the past were 
not engaged purely, or even in some cases primarily, in philosophy. 
Scientific discoveries trigger philosophical speculation, while theoretical 
confusion in science creates the demand for philosophical analyses. 

That such a relationship exists between science and philosophy is a 
contingent matter. This observation might provoke a deeper question: is 
it possible to arrive at knowledge without relying on our senses? The 
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knowledge we gain from experience is called ‘empirical knowledge’. 
Knowledge that is independent of sense experience is termed ‘a priori 
knowledge’. The knowledge that black is black is a priori knowledge; 
it can be had independently of our senses telling us what things are black 
or even of the experience of anything black. Our senses tell us that grass 
is green, but we do not have to observe anything to know that black 
is black. (Whether we could understand the sentence that expresses 
the truth that black is black without experience of the world is a 
separate matter.) Are other sorts of a priori knowledge possible? If the 
answer is ‘yes’, we would look to philosophy to provide this knowledge. 

Three main areas of philosophy 

There are many ways of dividing up the subject areas of philosophy. 
None of them is entirely satisfactory, since there will always be topics 
that cut across or fail to fit neatly into the divisions. None the less, we 
begin to get a better idea of the scope of philosophy by considering 
the following three broad areas. 

First, metaphysics. This area of philosophy deals with the ultimate 
nature of reality. Is the everyday world real? If not, what is the nature 
of the reality that lies beneath the world of appearances? What is the 
nature of the space–time framework within which we and the objects 
around us appear to exist? Given that something exists, why that and 
not something else? Why that and not nothing? Why is there change? 
How can there also be permanence through change? Do the things 
that exist fall into different types, such as minds and bodies? If there 
are minds, are there disembodied minds? Is there a God? 

Second, epistemology. Here the concern is with whether and how 
knowledge of reality is possible. What are the limits to our knowledge? 
Can we rely upon sense perception to tell us what the world is really 
like? Is there an unknowable reality lying behind appearances? Does 
science give us knowledge of a deeper reality? Does science give us 
knowledge at all? Can our powers of reasoning give us knowledge? 
Can our powers of reasoning at least correct errors that might arise from 
the senses? Are there other sources of knowledge, for example, ones that 
would enable us to perceive values or know the true nature of God? 

Third, the areas of moral and political philosophy. These areas deal 
with how we conduct ourselves within the world. What is there, if 
anything, to guide our conduct? Should we follow our feelings? Can 
our reason tell us what is right and wrong? Can reason tell us what 
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political institutions to set up? Do we have obligations to the political 
institutions that exist in the society in which we find ourselves? Are 
the only values the ones that we, as individuals, create for ourselves? 

There are, of course, other ways of dividing up the subject. (The 
above scheme is based on one suggested by Anthony Quinton in the 
Oxford Companion to Philosophy.) As we shall see in a moment, some 
schemes include epistemology as a part of metaphysics. Some separ
ate out moral and political philosophy. Logic will often appear as a 
separate branch of philosophy. A more detailed analysis would prod
uce many more branches of philosophy, some of which are highly 
specialized. The above is not intended to define philosophy but simply 
to give a broad picture that can be refined at a later date. 

The order in which the three areas have been set out above might 
suggest an order of priority: what there is, what we can know about it 
and what we do about it. A moment’s reflection will show this to be 
too simple. For example, how can we tackle the questions as to what 
there is without first investigating the limits of our knowledge? Are we 
not in danger of making grandiose claims about ultimate reality only 
to discover that we have no way of knowing such ultimate reality, not 
even whether it exists? Coming from the other direction, we may feel 
that moral and political questions are the ones that should be tackled 
first since they are the most urgent. We can postpone consideration of 
the ultimate reality, whereas we cannot postpone a decision about 
someone with a terminal illness pleading to be released from suffering. 
Even so, we might feel that our answers to such questions can be no 
more than provisional. They would have to be revised if we were 
convinced by arguments showing that values are subjective or that 
there is a God (when previously we thought values were objective or 
that God did not exist). The best we can say is that the three areas are 
interdependent and the answers we obtain to questions in one area 
will affect answers to questions in the other areas. 

An explanation of the term ‘metaphysics’ 

’Meta’-activities 

A little more needs to be said about the term ‘metaphysics’. The pre
fix ‘meta’ has the meaning of ‘after’ or ‘behind’ and is often used in 
philosophy to indicate what is referred to as a second-order activity 
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– an activity which, in general terms, looks at the framework within 
which a first-order activity takes place. Mathematics, for example, 
involves proofs of one sort or another; meta-mathematics, on the other 
hand, involves the study of formalized logical systems that underpin 
any proof. Similarly, while ethics deals with what is right and wrong, 
meta-ethics deals with what is meant by ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. A ‘meta’ 
subject operates at a higher level of abstraction and generality than 
the subject itself. 

From these considerations, the term ‘metaphysics’ seems an appro
priate one. Whereas physics (along with the other sciences) deals with 
the interactions between objects in the world around us, metaphysics 
deals with more general questions, such as why there is something 
rather than nothing, whether causation is a necessary connection, and 
so on. The term ‘metaphysical’ has also been used for very general, 
all-encompassing systems that purport to describe a reality that is 
beyond or that transcends everyday experience. Such transcendental 
(or, more accurately, transcendent) systems have been criticized for 
making claims to knowledge when, according to the critics, no such 
knowledge is possible. 

There is a much more mundane account of the meaning of ‘meta
physics’. ‘Metaphysics’ was the title given in the Middle Ages to a set 
of lecture notes by Aristotle. Aristotle divided Science (or knowledge) 
into two branches, Theoretical and Practical. Theoretical Science was 
further subdivided into Mathematics, Physics, and what Aristotle 
termed the First Philosophy. A later editor of these notes placed the 
section on the First Philosophy after the section on Physics, and this 
section became known as the ‘Metaphysics’ simply because it came 
after Physics. This name then became transferred to the subject matter 
of the lecture notes. 

In Aristotle, metaphysics encompassed the two broad areas of 
ontology and epistemology. Ontology deals with general issues relating 
to existence, including the existence of God, and to the processes of 
change, causation, etc. Epistemology is concerned with knowledge: 
the structure of knowledge, its origins, the attainability of knowl
edge and the limitations placed on it. Epistemology has already 
been described as one of the three main branches of philosophy, 
standing alongside and distinct from metaphysics. What is left, when 
epistemology is removed from metaphysics, is a number of differ
ent topics, often connected only tenuously. Thus, while the area of 
epistemology is clearly defined, metaphysics is much more of a rag
bag of topics. 
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When a greater emphasis came to be placed on epistemological 
issues, metaphysical discussions seemed to some philosophers to be 
too divorced from a knowable reality. Thus the term ‘metaphysical’ 
acquired derogatory connotations. Hume, for example, suggests 
that we commit works of metaphysics to the flames. More recently, 
metaphysical claims have been taken to be nonsense – because they 
are not verifiable, they were thought to lack meaning altogether. 
Wittgenstein, in the Philosophical Investigations, argues that philo
sophers are misled into thinking that they have asked meaningful 
questions and produced meaningful answers when they have used 
words outside their normal context, where they become meaningless. 
He saw his task as removing this source of philosophical confusion by 
bringing ‘words back from their metaphysical to their everyday use’ 
(paragraph 116). Despite these criticisms, both Hume and Wittgenstein 
dealt with metaphysical questions, and some of the topics within 
metaphysics are among the most interesting and most profound in 
philosophy. 

About the rest of this book 

The following eight chapters attempt to cover some of the main themes 
in the above three areas. Philosophy has a long history, and philo
sophers of the past are still read for the contributions they make in 
identifying, formulating and attempting to answer philosophical ques
tions. Any introduction to philosophy should try to give the reader 
a feel for this historical dimension. This is not an exercise in the 
history of ideas, since philosophers of the past are contributors to 
contemporary debates. 

The history of philosophy goes back at least two and a half thousand 
years (although philosophizing surely goes back much further) and, 
since it would be impossible to do justice to even the main figures in 
this history, coverage of this kind has not been attempted. Although 
earlier philosophers do get a mention, the next chapter looks at the 
work of a particular philosopher of the seventeenth century. In a 
relatively short work, Descartes introduces many of the themes that 
were to be central to philosophy for the next three and a half centuries. 

The historical emphasis continues in chapters 3 and 4, which develop 
the epistemological issues raised by Descartes. Chapter 3 deals with 
perception and what it can tell us about the world. Chapter 4 broadens 


